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During the late stages of British rule over India, the main 
printing for postage and revenue stamps, postal stationery and 
revenue paper for India as well as areas of the Persian Gulf, 
occurred at the government printing presses in Nasik, India.  
When the date was set for the independence and partition of 
India and the formation of Pakistan, the planning began for 
breaking up the systems into India and Pakistan (map shows 
East Pakistan that later succeeded to become Bangladesh.  It 
also shows an outlined Kashmir as part of India but it is 
presently divided into a part administrated by India and the 
other by Pakistan. ).  Shortage of time and lack of facilities in 
the future Pakistan, dictated that Indian stamps, fiscal paper and 
currency notes would be over-printed “PAKISTAN” at Nasik 
and shipped to Pakistan in time for use as of August 15th, 1947. 

 
Delays and losses due to violence in transit during the chaotic 
transition period meant that the first of the overprinted material 
would not get to Pakistan until the official release date for the 
stamps, of October 1st, 1947.  In the interim six weeks, Pakistani 
authorities had to scramble to use whatever stocks they had of 
Indian material, and authorized local hand stamping of stamps 
and postal stationery.  Also, a small number of machine-printing 
was made on any available Indian postal stationery.  This 
material included everything in local treasuries' stocks including 
postal stationery from King Edward VII, King George V and 
King George VI periods; as the availability of product was of 
greater priority than the quality of the overprinting.  In contrast, 
only the very latest postal stationery from KGVI period was 
press printed at Nasik and the quality of the job was excellent.  

The process of “PAKISTAN” overprinting was carried out in a 
methodical manner, although, as in all chaotic environments, 
there were exceptions.  Stocks were recalled from the sub-post 
offices to the central office and then sent to the press printing 
facility.  Since the different offices held stocks of different 
periods, it is possible that a variety of printings of each item 
were collected and overprinted at the same time. 

There were also local post offices and some local government 
offices that carried out local hand stamping on their own 
initiative.  Individuals may also have carried their own Indian 
postal stationery with them and when using the stationery from 

Pakistan, applied “PAKISTAN” in manuscript, hand stamp or, 
typewriter (as in Kabul) and placed it in the mail stream.  While 
these were not authorized and the Pakistan Post Office could and 
often did, reject their use, some passed through, creating much 
sought-after collectibles.  It is not 
uncommon to find postal 
stationery used in post-
independence Pakistan without 
any 'PAKISTAN' press printed or 
hand-stamped on the item.  Such 
items can only be distinguished 
from their Indian counterparts, by 
the dates and Pakistani cities of 
the cancels.  Examples of Indian 
postal stationery usage without 
"PAKISTAN" can be seen in the 
paper varieties illustration of the 
1½ Annas envelope later in this 
article 
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After the Nasik material began arriving, all further hand 
stamping and machine printing of stamps was ordered stopped 
except for a small amount of local over printing at Peshawar, 
Lahore and Karachi, using local copies of the Nasik plates 
created from Nasik-printed sheets.  Some of the early versions of 
these local printings on stamps (especially Karachi), are very 
difficult to tell apart from the original Nasik overprints, 
however, most of them can be distinguished by the shade and 
texture of the inks used in the different cities. 

Ron Doubleday and Usman Isani wrote the comprehensive book, 
PAKISTAN Overprints on Indian Stamps and Postal Stationery 
1947-1949.  Earlier books on the types of overprints are 
PAKISTAN 1947-1948 Machine-Overprints on Indian Stamps 
(parts I & II) by Mogens Juhl, PAKISTAN Overprints on Indian 
Stamps 1948-49 by Col. D. R. Martin and most recently 
Pakistan Overprints 1947-49 by Arif Balgamwala.  However, 
the focus for all these books has been the types of hand stamps 
and overprints; but none addressed the available varieties within 
each item of postal stationery.  Being able to identify the latter 
varieties adds to the richness of the subject and could help 
identify a unique item from among many similar items. 

Various Indian postal stationery catalogues have listed different 
flaws, varieties and printings, but extremely few of the items 
have been specially noted in the above-listed works as having 
been used with “PAKISTAN” overprints.  

This article attempts to list the many different Indian postal 
stationery items known to have been used with “PAKISTAN” 
press prints or handstamps on them.  For each item, all of the 
postal stationery printings and constant plate varieties known to 
me have also been listed and explained.  The latest printings of 
each may be found with Nasik overprints on them but others, 
like the earlier lithographic printing of the KGVI ½ Anna postal 
card or the first printing of the 6 Anna aerogram, will only be 
found with local press printing or handstamps…if at all!  Such 
finds may very well be unique.  Some items and varieties of 
Indian postal stationery may never have been hand-stamped 
“PAKISTAN” but still, it is worth knowing what the different 
varieties were, so one may be on the lookout for them in case 
such a variety turns up with “PAKISTAN” on it, as we do see on 
rare occasions.  



This article will deal only with the varieties in King George VI 
issues because earlier reigns are not significantly represented 
with “PAKISTAN” handstamps.  It is expected that this article's 
information will be improved upon, as people share their 
knowledge of Indian postal stationery with “PAKISTAN” on it. 
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It is important to note that since normal Indian postal stationery 
from the KGVI period is relatively inexpensive and since 
“PAKISTAN” local overprints can be expensive, it is very 
tempting for the unscrupulous to create bogus overprints on 
genuine Indian postal stationery.  Collectors must be vigilant and 
skeptical whenever they come across local “PAKISTAN” 
overprinted mint material. 

Postal Cards. 
King Edward VII Quarter Anna postal cards are known 
overprinted.  King George V Half Anna and Nine Pies postal 
cards were not overprinted by authority of the Pakistan Post 
Office but can be found handstamped “PAKISTAN” in one form 
or another. 

 
Nasik press print on typographed card with 31 dots in the first line 
of the address.  The press printing also included the word 
“Pakistan” in Urdu above POST CARD. 

 
Rare Lithographed card with 62 dots on first line. 

King George VI Half Anna postal cards overprinted 
“PAKISTAN” in both Urdu and English by the Nasik press, 
were the standard typographed version found commonly among 
KGVI Indian and Pakistani postal cards.  These postal cards can 
also be found with various different local “PAKISTAN” hand 
stamps. 

There exists a lithographed (Offset) version of the card that is 

quite rare even as Indian postal stationery.  It is entirely possible 
to find such an item locally hand stamped “PAKISTAN” in case 
an isolated item was found at some local treasury or in the 
possession of an individual in Pakistan at the time of use.  The 
easiest way to distinguish the rarer lithographed version is by the 
62 dots that make up the first address line as opposed to 31 dots 
for the common, typographed version. 

   
Left:  Normal A’s with thin left legs (top) and setting with 

he lower-
right of the “1” of “½ A” on the left-hand value tablet. 

both legs of equal width (bottom).  Right:  Flaw on “1”. 

A reasonably scarce variety is from the common, typographed 
versions of the ½ Anna postal cards.  This has both strokes of the 
‘A’ of “Anna”, equal in thickness, instead of having a thin left 
stroke.  It is possible to find this variety on cards overprinted 
“SERVICE”- as well.  A much-scarcer variety is the flaw that 
appears only on the “REPLY”-half of the double postal cards, 
first reported by A.C. Gledhill in the March 1967 issue of The 
Philatelist: Two short horizontal strokes project from t

  
When the rate was reduced to 6 Pies, 9 Pies postal cards were 
pressed into service by using hand stamps to devalue them to 
Half Anna (1 Anna equaled 12 Pies.). 

  
Later, when local mail rates increased from Half Anna back to 9 
Pies, the former 9 Pies stocks were placed into use. 
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Some SERVICE and regular stocks were found of the Half Anna 
that had been re-valued to 9 Pies during the British India period.  
These were overprinted “PAKISTAN” as well. 

The original Indian 4 Annas postal card was issued in 1941.  It 
was printed without the frame around the King's effigy and is on 
pinkish paper.  This is an extremely rare item, even as Indian 
postal stationery. 

Envelopes 
The original 1½ Annas envelope covered the internal mail rate.  
This was the workhorse of the postal system, reprinted many 
times.  Due to shortages and uncertainties of stock during WWII, 
many different types of stock were used/ 

 
Other stocks of Nine Pies Indian cards that had already been re-
valued by the Indian Post office to Half Anna were locally 
overprinted “PAKISTAN” and re-re-valued back to Nine Pies. 

Airmail rates for postal cards to most of the British Empire 
was 4 Annas. While mint examples of the Nasik-overprinted 
cards are plentiful, used examples are scarce.   

 
 

A number of these, originally 
issued in 1942, were also hand-
stamped “PAKISTAN” in purple 
at the Allama Iqbal Road Post 
Office; but used examples of this 
item are not known to the author. 
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This denomination was press printed “PAKISTAN” at Nasik, on 
wove or laid paper stock, and was also extensively hand-
stamped locally.  Examples can be found with and without 
“PAKISTAN”, either with additional stamps with or with the 
overprint “PAKISTAN”. 

   
The 1½ Annas envelopes were embossed using two different 
dies, one showing colored lines at the top of the crown and at the 
bottom of the King's effigy, while the other die does not have 
these lines showing.  Extremely rare hand-stamped 
“PAKISTAN” usage on 1 Anna envelopes is known. 

The 14 Annas Air Mail envelope had been revalued and 
overprinted to 12 Annas at Nasik on June 14th 1947. These 
revalued stocks were then press printed 'PAKISTAN' at Nasik.  
The revalued Indian envelopes also exist with local 
“PAKISTAN” hand-stamps, but these are rare. This stock has
the "Imperial Air Mail" watermark with the letters "A" or "B"
under the turret.  Additionally the watermark may have numerals 
0, 1, 6, 7, and W below the "L" 
of "MAIL".  Here, "0" denotes 
"1940", "1" denotes "1941" etc., 
the most common numeral being 
"7" for "1947", the year when 
huge stocks of the paper were 
transferred from Britain to India. 

 
 

 

 
Extremely few (possibly less than a dozen) of the original, un-
revalued 14 Annas envelopes, were also press printed at Nasik, 
most certainly in error. 

 
There were existing stocks of the un-revalued envelope in local 
stocks, and these are also seen with hand-stamped overprints, 
though they too are rare. 

The 8 Annas Forces Mail envelope was printed in two types.  
The first, for civilian mail TO military personnel, has addressing 
lines and prompts, and the second type, with the second line of 
text at top starting with the word FROM, was for the opposite 
direction and has no address lines or prompts.  Both are on pink 
as well as on buff stock.  The envelopes came with and without 
the "SILVER KING BOND" watermark.  
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This postal stationery item was not overprinted "PAKISTAN" at 
Nasik, but it is known with "PAKISTAN" hand-stamps and used 
with stamps of India overprinted "PAKISTAN".  

 
The used example shown does not conform to the printed 
requirement, "FOR CORRESPONDENCE FROM HM 

ot the envelope free?

4½ Annas Registration envelopes (3 Annas Registration Fee + 
1½ Annas postage).  These envelopes were originally produced 
in two dies; in Die I, the King's head was embossed in shallow 
relief and in Die II, it was embossed in deeper relief.  

FORCES ONLY", but this type of postal service was no longer 
available after WWII.  This is an example of civilian (private) 
use.  The rate to the US then was 1Rs 2As (= 18 Annas) and the 
postage including the printed indicium, totals 1Rs 8As, which is 
too much.  However, the postage with the stamps only is only 
1Rs, which is too little.  Maybe the sender did not care he was 
using an extra 6As for postage because he g  

 
Nasik overprinted these envelopes in two different sizes of 
'PAKISTAN': 26x3 mm and 16x2 mm.  The author is not aware 
whether these overprintings included both dies or just one. 

An earlier 4 Annas (3 Annas Registration Fee + 1 Annas 
postage) issue was also printed for Indian postal stationery to 
cover the 1 Anna rate.  The two envelopes look virtually alike so 
it may be rewarding to look for a local hand-stamped version 
that is the 4 Annas example. 

Aerogrammes 

n was on the 
grayish-white paper, but few used examples are known.  Most of 
the other press-print overprints were done at Peshawar or 
Karachi. 

The aerogrammes in stock for the Nasik printings were the 
second printing, identified as it had "Third fold here" below the 
dividing line.  It exists on three types of paper: grayish-white, 
cream and thick, cream. The Nasik productio

 

 



The first printing of the 6 Annas aerogramme is scarce.  It has 
"Second fold here", below the dividing line. 
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Some small quantity was apparently still in stock.  One example 
of a hand-stamped "PAKISTAN" on the first printing  is known 
genuinely used.  It was hand-stamped at and mailed from 
"Allama Iqbal Road Post Office to Britain.  It has a full, non-
philatelic message. 

 
One post-independent Indian aerogramme surfaces from time to 

ia on August 23rd, 
1948, it is impossible to believe Pakistan would accept post-
independence Indian material for use in Pakistan and in fact, it 
has never been reported as used.  The copy illustrated shows the 
bogus "PAKISTAN" hand-stamp and a (1961!) 3 Paisa Pakistan 
stamp with a "BANGLADESH" hand-stamp on it, thu
multiplying the bogus factor! 

As noted at the beginning, looking for varieties of hand-stamps 
and press printings on varieties of postal stationery can be a 
fascinating pursuit, but one must proceed with caution.  Lots of 
forgeries will come your way and those who can't be sure what 
is real and what is not, will soon be parted from their money 
with little to show for it. 

 

time, and is marketed as having a genuine "PAKISTAN" hand-
stamp.  As the basic form was issued by Ind

s 


